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Training for Special Populations
How to tailor training for populations with
disabilities and training for the technophobic
staff member or user
Tim Lindgren and Sarah Castricum
Instructional Design and eTeaching Services
Boston College
November 2, 2006
Overview
• Context
• The Role of Ethos
• Technophobic Users
• Users with Disabilities
• Discussion
Context
• Who:Tim Lindgren and Sarah
Castricum
• What: Instructional Design
• Where: Boston College
Understanding Users
Understanding Ourselves
• Who are when we help users?
• How does this affect ability to
provide effective training and
support?
The Role of Ethos
The Role of Ethos
The Role of Ethos
The Role of Ethos
The Role of Ethos
Roles not on the List
• Evangelist
• PR spokesperson/spin doctor
• Enforcer
• Spy
• Techie
Technophobic Users
Technophobe Types
• Techno-resentful
–Working under duress
–Needs anxiety managed
• Techno-terrified
–Reaching beyond capacity
–Needs expectations managed
Common approaches
• Role foregrounding
• Training settings
• Start with pedagogy, apply
technology
• Managing the process
• Maximizing effectiveness
• Empowering the user
Training settings
• Optimal: one-to-one
–Easiest to tailor
– “Comfort zone”
– Inefficient staff time
–Starting point
• Workshops: one-to-many
• Web site: one-to-screen
Starting with pedagogy
• Teaching style
• Student audience
• Learning outcomes
Applying technology
• Understanding circumstances
–Constraints
–Opportunities
• Understanding technology
–Optimal range of choice
–Optimal level of investment
Managing the process
• Set clear goals
• Build in stages
• Establish a timeline
Maximizing effectiveness
• Ongoing availability
• Provide documentation
• Team communication
Empowering the user
• When to ask for help
• Whom to ask for help
• How to ask for help
Users with Disabilities
Case Study:
Visually-impaired teaching fellow
Challenges
• Inexperienced teacher
• Limited technological skills
• Somewhat resistant to help
• Limited resources on campus
• WebCT not accessible
Insights
• Individual Attention
• Collaborative Support
• Appropriate Ethos
• Adopting the User’s Perspective
Goals for Faculty Development
• Users
• Designers
• Advocates
–User-centered Design
–Universal Design
Questions
Contact
Sarah Castricum
bestsa@bc.edu
Tim Lindgren
lindgret@bc.edu
